1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl free radicals is triggered by aerobic respiration, radiation, ultraviolet light, tobacco smoke or metal among the most common sources [@bib8]. Oxidative stress (OS), as one of the major sign of various pathologic processes, results from the unhindered production of ROS, promoting severe damage to the brain tissue [@bib9]. It is not only due to excitotoxicity and depletion of the endogenous antioxidant resources, but also caused by the high susceptibility to lipid peroxidation and damaging interactions between free radical and polyunsaturated fatty acids of which the brain tissue is highly enriched [@bib9], [@bib10]. In addition to lipid peroxidation affecting the majority of the cell membranes, imbalanced OS also promotes proteins backbone fragmentation, genotoxicity and mitochondrial depolarization [@bib11] (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Not surprisingly, the majority of this highly reactive oxidative species are generated by oxidative phosphorylation reactions that occur in the mitochondria [@bib12]. To circumvent the damaging effect of ROS, cells have developed several defense mechanisms with the scope of scavenging free radicals and reduce the risk for cellular damage induced by OS [@bib4]. These involve transcription factors promoting the expression of antioxidative response elements to neutralize oxidative treats as well as inflammatory responses. Of these several transcription factors, our major focus for this review paper is on nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor (NRF2) and nuclear factor binding near the k light-chain gene in B cells (NF-kB) promoting cellular responses to OS and immunity.Fig. 1**ROS promotes cellular inflammatory response and oxidative damage**. Schematic illustration depicting major oxidative stress-activated pathways through which exposure to ROS (generated either endogenously and/or exogenously) promotes genotoxicity, lipid peroxidation, and protein degradation leading to cellular and tissue damage.Fig. 1

NRF2 belongs the cap'n'collar (CNC) family of transcription factors and contains 605 amino acids. This ubiquitously expressed redox-sensitive transcription factor is the primary modulator of constitutive or inducible molecular systems regulating redox homeostasis. The process involves the activation of a network system [@bib13] comprised of antioxidants (including glutathione, thioredoxin, and others), anti-inflammatory molecules, phase I & II drug metabolizing enzymes (including cytochrome P450s), efflux transporters (classified as Phase III enzymes), and free radical scavengers [@bib4], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]. Conversely, down-regulation or suppression of NRF2 activity increases the cell susceptibility to the damaging effects of ROS and pro-inflammatory stimuli. Further, OS damage to mitochondrial function can collapse the cellular bioenergetics leading to cell apoptosis [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21].

In addition to antioxidative and detoxification responses, NRF2 also modulates the expression of other types of protective elements including the anti-apoptotic B-cell lymphoma 2, the ubiquitary iron exporter ferroportin 1 (also important for sustaining mitochondrial redox-metabolic functions), brain-derived neurotrophic factors, anti-inflammatory responses (such as the expression of interleukin (IL)-10), the mitochondrial nuclear respiratory factor 1 (Nrf1; involved in the regulation of mitochondrial biogenesis and bioenergetic functions), the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1-alpha (PGC-1α; a key regulator of energy metabolism), and the autophagic proteins such as p62 [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28]. NRF2 resides in the cytoplasm at a low basal level until a spike in cellular OS initiates a sequence of biological responses leading to its translocation into to the nucleus [@bib29] where NRF2 binds to ARE sequence (core sequence: TGAG/CNNNGC) which contains the gene promoters associated with ROS detoxification (including glutathione synthesis). Following the transcriptional activation of ARE genes, NRF2 heterodimerizes into other basic leucine zipper proteins, including small Mafs (musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma oncogene homolog such as MafG, MafK, and MafF) and Jun (c-Jun, Jun-D, and Jun-B).

Moreover, the NRF2 gene (NFE2L2) contains two ARE-like sequences in its promoter so that NRF2 can control and sustain the expression of detoxification and antioxidant response elements but also autoregulate itself [@bib29], [@bib30].

NF-ĸB is a rapid response factor which is held in a ''resting'' state, through association with Inhibitor of ĸB (IĸB) proteins. Inducing stimuli such as OS, cytokines and pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) stimulate cell surface receptors including toll-like receptors (TLRs) thereby triggering the activation of the IĸB kinase complex, leading to phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and degradation of IĸB proteins. Proteasomal degradation of IĸB, thus leads to release and translocation of NF-ĸB dimers to the nucleus, where it binds to specific DNA sequences and promotes the transcription of target genes to counteract OS and cell injury. Although NF-ĸB was first characterized in cells of the hematopoietic system, recent research validated its activation in most cell types including neurons, astrocytes, microglia, oligodendrocytes and endothelial cells of neurovascular and cerebrovascular units. Indeed, recent reports have demonstrated a key physiological role for the NF-ĸB signaling pathway in the central nervous system serving important functions in cellular responses to neuronal injury and synaptic plasticity [@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34].

Considering these premises along with the rising of OS-related pathologies, it is understandable that current research has been increasingly focused on unraveling the underlying mechanisms controlling mitochondrial function, energy metabolism, and redox imbalances [@bib30] whereas the interplay between redox metabolism and ROS generation is clearly evident at the mitochondrial level. Enhanced cellular defense and protection against oxidative damage by NRF2 activation occurs in response to acute injuries, inflammation, xenobiotics (such as drugs), and many other stimuli. Activation of NF-κB occurs in response to similar stimuli and current data clearly implies the existence of a NRF2-NF-κB interplay as an integral set of mechanism aimed at counterbalancing each other activity.

2. NRF2 regulation and signaling pathway in oxidative stress {#s0010}
============================================================

The molecular structure of NRF2 includes seven functional domains with CNC homology (NRF2-ECH homology) named Neh1-Neh7 which regulates its stability as well as its transcriptional activity [@bib35]. Neh1, as the first conserved domain, contains 3 bZIP motif, which allows for NRF2 binding to the ARE sequence [@bib36], [@bib37]. After NRF2 release from Kelch Like ECH Associated Protein 1 (KEAP1), the Neh1 domain exposes a nuclear localization signal necessary to NRF2 for translocating into the nucleus [@bib38]. Moreover, Neh1 can regulate the NRF2 protein stability through interaction with the E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme [@bib39]. By contract, Neh2 (located in the N-terminal region) acts as a negative regulatory domain which enhances KEAP1-NRF2 binding, thus promoting NRF2 ubiquitination followed by its proteosomal degradation.

Neh3 (located in the carboxyl-terminal region of the protein) modulates the transcriptional activation of the ARE genes [@bib35], [@bib40] while the Neh4 and Neh5 domains act cooperatively to facilitate NRF2 transcription by binding to CBP (CREBBP - cAMP Responsive Element Binding protein) which is a transcriptional co-activator [@bib41]. In addition to that, Neh4 and Neh5 can also enhance the NRF2-ARE gene expression by interfacing with the nuclear cofactor RAC3/AIB1/SRC-3 [@bib42], [@bib43]. Finally, both the Neh6 and Neh7 domains act as negative regulator of NRF2 activity. Specifically, based on the recognition of phosphorylated Neh6 by the E3 ligase adaptor beta-TrCP, a KEAP1-alternative pathway of NRF2 degradation occurs [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46] and Neh7 represses NRF2 via interaction with retinoic X receptor α [@bib47].

The cytoplasmic and nuclear disposition of NRF2 acts as the main step in detoxification [@bib30]. Under basal conditions, NRF2 is rapidly polyubiquitinated through the KEAP1/cullin-3/Rbx-1 and degraded by the 26S proteasome [@bib48]. However, cellular redox homeostasis is maintained by allowing for the basal accumulation of the NRF2 in the nucleus to mediate the normal expression of ARE-dependent genes.

KEAP1 is composed of 624 amino acids and is divided in three main domains: 1) Broad-complex, 2) Tramtrack, and 3) Bric-a-Brac (BTB; a cysteine-rich intervening region and a double glycine repeat -DGR- binding site between KEAP1 and NRF2) [@bib35]. Within this region, several cysteine residues (Cys 151, Cys257, 273, 288, and 297) act as OS sensors and/or inducer ligands within the cell\'s environment. Among these cysteine residues C151, is distinctively required for sulforaphane and oxidative stress-induced inhibition of NRF2 KEAP1-dependent degradation as well as oxidative stress-induced posttranslational modification of KEAP1 [@bib49]. The activity of the NRF2-ARE signaling pathway is controlled by degradation and sequestration of NRF2 in the cytoplasm via binding with KEAP1 [@bib30]. The Neh2 domain of NRF2 binds to the KEAP1 region comprised between the BTB and DGR domains and act as an adaptor for the cullin3/ring box 1 (Cul3/Rbx1) E3 ubiquitin ligase complex, which promotes NRF2 polyubiquitination followed by degradation by the 26S proteasome [@bib8], [@bib30]. In addition to function as nuclear transcription factor, NRF2 can directly interact with the mitochondrial membrane in response to mitochondrial oxidative stressors [@bib50]. It is also important to note that the NRF2 basal activity is also impacted by other factors including gene polymorphisms in the promoter region, post-transcriptional modifications, as well as protein-protein interactions [@bib48], [@bib51].

In response to stress stimuli or ARE inducers, the NRF2 DLG motif is released from the DGR domain within KEAP1; KEAP1 undergoes conformational changes and releases NRF2 which is now free to translocate into the nucleus [@bib48] (see also [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Phosphorylation of NRF2\'s serine in position 40 by AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), protein kinase C (PKC), and acetylation/deacetylation processes also promote dissociation of NRF2 from KEAP1 [@bib30]. Independently from KEAP1 activity, NRF2 expression and activation are also regulated by glycogen synthase kinase-3β (GSK-3β) [@bib52], [@bib53]. Further, histone phosphorylation and acetylation, methylation of CpG islands (regions of DNA where a cytosine nucleotide is positioned next to a guanine nucleotide in the linear sequence of bases along its length) and synthesis of specific microRNAs (miRNAs; involving epigenetic mechanisms) are additional means to regulate NRF2 levels/activity [@bib1], [@bib4], [@bib54].Fig. 2**Cellular regulation of NRF2 under normal and stressed cellular conditions:** NRF2 is recognized as master regulator of cellular redox homeostasis. Under basal conditions, NRF2 remains bound to an adaptor protein KEAP1 and is maintained at a low level in the cytoplasm through ubiquitination followed by proteosomal degradation. Under stressed conditions NRF2 is instead released from KEAP1 then translocate and accumulate in the nucleus where it binds to the ARE sequence. Activation of the NRF2-ARE pathway triggers the transcription of multiple genes involved in the expression of antioxidants, efflux transporters, phase I & II enzymes, glutathione and ATP synthesis, etc.).Fig. 2

Considering the pool of genes within the ARE sequence and the downstream transcriptional effectors, this cytoprotective pathway encompasses the following main categories: Phase I, II and III detoxification systems including oxidation/reduction elements, conjugation enzymes, and drug efflux transporters respectively [@bib48], [@bib54]. Phase I encompasses nearly 500 genes encoding proteins including redox balancing factors, detoxifying enzymes, stress response proteins and metabolic enzymes such as Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NAD(P)H), Quinone reductase I (NQO1), glutathione S-transferase (GST), glutathione reductase (GSR), glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px), superoxide dismutase (SOD), heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1), carbonyl reductase (CR), malondialdehyde (MDA), and glutamate-cysteine ligase (GCL) [@bib55], [@bib56]. Metabolites then enter Phase II where they are conjugated to bulky polar groups (such as glutathione, glucuronic acid, sulfate or glycine) to enhance their water solubility and facilitate excretion. In addition to these metabolic process, potentially harmful compounds (either endogenous or xenobiotics) are also removed or kept out of the cell by active efflux transporters whose expression levels are controlled/enhanced by NRF2 [@bib48]. There is evidence confirming NRF2 nuclear accumulation can also have detrimental effects [@bib37] which explains the need for autoregulating the cellular levels of NRF2 [@bib40], [@bib57]. This is evident in feedback autoregulatory loop between KEAP1 and NRF2 whereas KEAP1 controls NRF2 by facilitating its degradation and NRF2 modulating the transcription of KEAP1. Moreover, as recently reported by Niture et al., the complex KEAP1/Cul3/Rbx1 is not only present in the cytosol, but also in the nucleus, where it degrades NRF2 and controls the "switching off" of NRF2-activated gene expression [@bib40].

Exogenous NRF2-ARE inducers derive from various sources ranging from natural phytochemical derivatives (e.g., oleanolic acid, sulforaphane, genistein and curcumin to name a few) to synthetic products such as acetaminophen, nimesulide, and metformin. In certain cases, these agents have been found to be more potent than endogenous inducers such as prostaglandins and others and are being heavily investigated to assessor their clinical viability as preventive and/or therapeutic treatments [@bib1].

3. NF-ĸB regulation and signaling pathway in oxidative stress {#s0015}
=============================================================

NF-ĸB proteins contain an N-terminal Rel homology domain (RHD) that builds contact with DNA, supporting dimerization and binding to ĸB sites. There are five NF-ĸB family members in mammals: RelA/p65, RelB, c-Rel, p50 (NF-ĸB1), and p52 (NF-ĸB2). Among these five members, p65, c-Rel, and RelB contains C-terminal transactivation domains (TADs) that promotes initiation of transcription. p52 and p50 lack TADs, however they regulate transcription positively by interacting with TAD-containing NF-ĸB subunits, other non-Rel proteins and regulate transcription negatively by competing with TAD containing dimers for binding to ĸB sites [@bib32].

The NF-ĸB signaling pathways have been largely categorized into two types: canonical (classical) and noncanonical pathways. In canonical pathway, the activating stimuli such as cytokines upon recognition by receptors such as the TNF receptor (TNFR), IL-1 receptor (IL-1R), TLRs and antigen receptors trigger signaling cascades that ultimately activates IĸB (inhibitor of ĸB) kinase β (IKKβ). Activated IKKβ phosphorylates IĸB proteins which sets the stage for ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation (see also [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). In the noncanonical NF-ĸB pathway, specific members of the cytokine family activate IKKα which leads to phosphorylation of p100 and the generation of p52/RelB complexes. Importantly, both IKKα and IKKβ can cross-talk with additional signaling pathways such as the p53, MAP kinase, and IRF pathways to directly regulate certain transcriptional changes [@bib58], [@bib59].Fig. 3**Cellular regulation of NF-κB under stressed cellular conditions:** NF-κB is a redox regulated transcription factor, involved in the modulation of inflammation, immune function, cellular growth and apoptosis. Oxidative stress can cause the activation of IκB kinase (IKK) which phosphorylate NF-κB inhibitor. The resulting effect is polyubiquitination mediated proteasomal degradation of IκB and the release of NF-κB, which migrates into the nucleus, binds with its corresponding DNA responsive elements (the κ region of genome) and with the coadjuvant help of other coactivators promotes the transcription of proinflammatory mediators.Fig. 3

Several genes underlying pro-inflammatory, inflammatory, stress and growth responses have been shown to be transcriptionally regulated by NF-ĸB [@bib60]. Indeed, one of the majorly studied roles of NF-ĸB in aging and different pathologies is the transcriptional regulation of cytokine expression such as TNFα, IL-1α/β and proteins involved in antigen presentation such as MHC class I and β2 microglobulin. Furthermore, to facilitate the recruitment and attachment of immune cells at the sites of inflammation, NF-κB also enhances/controls the expression of chemokines such as MCP-1, MIP-1 and adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1, E-selectin, and VCAM-1. In addition, NFκB also regulates pro-apoptotic (e.g. Bim, Bax), anti-apoptotic genes (XIAP, bcl-2), and growth factors (e.g. nerve growth factor, vascular endothelial growth factor) to promote cell proliferation and survival [@bib34].

4. NRF2 and NF-ĸB interplay in oxidative stress {#s0020}
===============================================

Recent studies have established a crosstalk between NRF2 and NF-ĸB signaling pathways under stress and a variety of pathophysiological conditions [@bib61]. Deletion of NRF2 is associated with enhanced inflammation while its upregulation decreases pro-inflammatory and immune responses transcriptionally regulated by NF-ĸB. In a study by Innamorato et al. NRF2 knock out mice showed hypersensitiveness to the inflammation induced by LPS as evident by increase in the levels of inflammatory markers such as F4/80 (both mRNA and protein expression), inducible NO synthase, IL-6, and TNF-α, compared with the hippocampi of wild-type littermates [@bib62]. Interestingly, these harmful changes were abrogated upon treatment with sulforaphane, a compound that induces NRF2-dependent gene expression [@bib62]. This evidence has been further supported by other reports involving other cell types such as microglial cells [@bib63], [@bib64], [@bib65], [@bib66] and monocytes [@bib67]. Furthermore, Kobayashi et al. have also shown that NRF2 can oppose transcriptional upregulation of proinflammatory genes independently from its redox control activity [@bib68]. Silencing TNF induced NRF2 and acute inflammatory responses mediated by NF-ĸB in human monocytes. However, TNF induced prolonged activation of NRF2 resulted in its autocrine regulation [@bib69], suggesting that the interplay between the NRF2 and NF-ĸB mediated inflammatory responses is a complex phenomenon. It is remarkable that NRF2 and NF-ĸB affect each other to coordinate anti-oxidative and inflammatory responses determining the fate of innate immune cells [@bib70], but it is not completely known how this interconnection takes place.

In a study by Cuadrado et al., it was reported that modulation of Rho Family, GTP-binding Protein- RAC1 (a pleiotropic regulator of transcription factor NF-ĸB) activated inflammatory pathway through a cross-talk between NF-ĸB and NRF2 [@bib71]. RAC1 participation in NADPH oxidase-dependent production superoxide has been well established [@bib72] wherein LPS induced TNF-α secretion through IKK regulation of NF-ĸB was shown to be mediated through RAC1 dependent ROS formation. In the study by Cuadrado et al., NRF2 overexpression inhibited RAC1-dependent activation of NF-ĸB pathway, while NRF2 deletion enhanced the activation of NF-ĸB dependent inflammatory markers, suggesting that RAC1 induces NF-ĸB, which in turn affects NRF2. Furthermore, the study suggested that NRF2 inhibits NF-ĸB as a part of regulatory feedback loop [@bib71] (see also [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4**Crosstalk between the NRF2 and NF-κB pathways:** The figure is a schematic illustration depicting the major point of reciprocal interference between NRF2 and NF-κB.Fig. 4

5. NRF2 and NF-ĸB in tobacco smoke-induced OS and hyperglycemia {#s0025}
===============================================================

The effect of tobacco smoking (TS) on resident macrophages, lung bronchial and alveolar epithelium and lung fibroblasts of chronic smokers is the main trigger of the NRF2-ARE signaling pathway and related downstream effectors [@bib73]. In fact, NRF2 activation plays a major coping role to counteract the onset and progression of Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD); a chronic disorder which includes emphysema and chronic bronchitis and is strongly associated with smoking [@bib74]. TS has also been established as a strong promoter of cerebrovascular and blood-brain barrier dysfunction and associated with the onset of major neurovascular and neurodegenerative diseases similarly linked to dysregulation of NRF2 activity (such as stroke, ALS, vascular dementia, Parkinson\'s and Alzheimer\'s diseases plus others) [@bib48], [@bib75], [@bib76], [@bib77].

The impact of the NRF2-ARE signaling pathway on the cerebrovascular system has been recently investigated in several preclinical studies as well as in vitro. The results strongly suggest that the use of NRF2 enhancers and/or antioxidant supplements (such as docosahexaenoic acid - DHA, resveratrol, lipoic acid, melatonin, and bicyclol) can counteract OS and possibly reduce the burden of neuropathologies including ischemic stroke cerebral stroke [@bib75], [@bib78], [@bib79], [@bib80], [@bib81]. Recently published data by Prasad et al. have shown upregulation of NRF2 upon acute TS/e-Cig exposure which was followed up by investigating the impact of NRF2 on mitochondria biogenesis and bioenergetic functions at the BBB endothelial level. Their results strongly suggest that NRF2 positively modulates the redox metabolic interplay leading to increased ATP production while sustaining generation of antioxidative active elements (such as NADPH production [@bib7]) and ultimately protecting the BBB from OS damage [@bib77]. In addition, NRF2 was shown to play a cytoprotective role against TS exposure at the BBB whereas NRF2 nuclear translocation followed by increased transcription of detoxification enzymes and antioxidants provided an effective protection against chronic TS exposure [@bib82]. In addition, their studies provided further insight into mechanism underlying TS-dependent oxidative damage of the BBB such as that while acute exposure to TS and vapors from electronic cigarette [@bib17] (e-Cig) initially upregulate NRF2 expression and activation as a natural copying mechanism, chronic exposure instead impairs the activity of NRF2 i leading to a suboptimal antioxidative response and consequent cellular oxidative stress damage [@bib75], [@bib77], [@bib82], [@bib83], [@bib84]. Moreover, similar results have been observed in lung mice tissue where acute exposure to TS promotes activation of the NRF2-ARE signaling pathway while NRF2 deficiency prompted by chronic TS exposure (6 months) lead to the development of extensive emphysemas [@bib76]. Unfortunately, there is still a paucity of studies addressing this facet of chronic TS and e-cig exposure and their impact on the NRF2-ARE system which needs to be addressed. This especially in view of the fact that early stage former smokers remain at high risk of developing cerebrovascular disorders (including stroke) for years after quitting [@bib48]. From a parallel toxicological aspect, TS has been strongly correlated with the release of cytokines, angiogenic factors, numerous chemokines, adhesion molecules, growth factors, and respiratory secretions which are produced in response to the solicitation of NF-κB-induced transcription factors. This aspect of smoking-induced physiological responses have been well demonstrated in TS-associated onset of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [@bib85]. Several studies have in fact reported an increased NF-κB pathway activity in asthmatic tissues in humans. Protein expression analysis through western blot in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) of adult uncontrolled, severe and moderate asthmatic patients revealed higher levels of NF-κB p65, IκB phosphorylation and IKK-β levels than normal individuals [@bib86]. Furthermore, bronchial biopsies in smokers with normal lung function and COPD showed increased expression of p65 protein (samples analyzed by immunohistochemistry and western blotting), with disease severity being associated with an increased epithelial expression of NF-ĸB [@bib87]. Another study reported NF-ĸB to be activated in sputum macrophages upon exacerbation in smokers having COPD [@bib88]. However, these findings remain controversial. Several other studies report unaltered levels and activity of NF-ĸB in smokers. The fact that studies on uncontrolled adult patients with severe and moderate asthmatics revealed higher levels of NF-κB p65, IKK-β and IκB phosphorylation in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) than normal individuals [@bib86] and a similar pattern was also observed in PBMCs of children with moderate asthma when compared to normal individuals [@bib89] suggests that perhaps NF-κB activation may not so stringently linked to TS per se. Unfortunately, none of these studies have investigated the concomitant involvement of NRF2 which may have affected the activation of the NF-κB system through feedback regulatory mechanisms of control.

Related to TS, development of hyperglycemia and then diabetes is another long-term side effect of smoking. Hyperglycemia or high blood sugar is defined as an abnormally high blood sugar level (fasting glucose levels \> 130 mg/dL) and a hallmark sign of type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Recent studies have evaluated the effect of hyperglycemia on NRF2 expression [@bib90]. The results showed that although hyperglycemia does not direct influence NRF2 expression, it modulates its cellular distribution promoting NRF2 translocation into the nucleus. As a matter of fact, TS exposure and hyperglycemia markedly elevated the NRF2 nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio which not only suggests the ongoing activation of antioxidant pathways (type-2 diabetes presents hallmark of OS damage similar to that promoted by TS) but also (as recently demonstrated) the activation of a copying vascular response aimed at facilitating glucose transport into the vascular endothelium (perhaps to facilitate its removal from the blood stream), production of ATP (aerobic respiration), and NADPH (antioxidative response) [@bib11]. Sustaining this hypothesis is the fact that NRF2 activation by TS was further enhanced by hyperglycemia thus accounting for the existence of a cooperative effect in term of cellular response as well as data showing that hyperglycemia promotes the activation of endothelial pro-inflammatory responses. However, additional studies will be necessary to dissect out and validate the underlying mechanisms and determine (to its full extent) the corresponding pathophysiological implications in relation to the cerebrovascular system and the onset of neuroinflammatory disorders.

6. NRF2 and NF-ĸB in aging {#s0030}
==========================

Increased ROS production unmatched by effective antioxidative responses is one of the hallmark of advanced aging which results in the progressive accumulation of cell OS damage to proteins, nucleotides, and lipids thus compromising cellular functions [@bib91]. This is also frequently coupled to changes in redox signaling which also plays a major role in modulating the adaptive oxidative responses [@bib92]. Recent studies have shown that age-related OS damages encompass a substantive increase in ROS production, a decreases antioxidant response as well as a decreased efficiency of the proteasome and the mitochondrial ion proteases resulting in the accumulation of intracellular and intramitochondrial aggregates of oxidized and cross-linked proteins [@bib93]. These studies strongly support the notion that the impaired antioxidant capacity (including diminished basal antioxidant concentrations) underlies how OS increases with aging and the role played by the NRF2-ARE system in maintaining the redox balance.

Level of antioxidant enzymes such as NADPH and GSH, not only decrease with aging because of a cellular decreased antioxidative capacity, but also as a result of a reduced intake of dietary antioxidants (which is negatively affected by age-dependent alteration of intestinal absorption). However, despite the consensus that production of antioxidants and detoxifying enzymes declines with age, whether the basal expression levels of these elements are similarly affected by age is not univocal. This decline of the antioxidative responses seems to be primarily triggered by a decreasing NRF2 activity [@bib94] but this is not exclusively dependent on the expression level of NRF2. In fact, Zhang et al. recently demonstrated in vivo in the cerebellum of 21- month-old mice that the expression levels of NRF2 (both total NRF2 and nuclear NRF2) was significantly higher than that of much younger (6 months old) animals. However, despite the lower expression level of NRF2, the downstream effectors resulting from the activation of the NRF2-ARE (specifically phase 2 enzymes) were significantly upregulated compared to that of older animals exhibiting higher expression of NRF2 [@bib95]. Furthermore, more recent studies have shown that changes of KEAP1 levels or activity as well as that of other molecular regulators such as GSK-3β, p53, Bach1,and E3 ubiquitin ligase (Hrd1) may negatively affect NRF2 activity [@bib96]. In this respect, several studies reported that NF-κB activity increases with aging. NF-κB binding to DNA increases in skin, liver, kidney, cerebellum, cardiac muscle, and gastric mucosa of old rodents as compared to that in young rodents [@bib60], [@bib97], [@bib98]. NF-κB was reported as the most strongly associated motif (among fourteen other motifs) with aging in an integrated analysis of 365 microarrays spanning nine tissue types in both human and mouse. Furthermore, the same study showed that genetic blockade of NF-κB for two weeks in the epidermis of chronologically aged mice reverted tissue characteristics and global gene expression profiles as of young mice [@bib99]. Human fibroblasts from aged individuals and patients with Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome have increased NF-κB activation [@bib99], [@bib100]. In a mouse model of XFE progeroid syndrome (a disease of accelerated aging), enhanced NF-κB activation was observed in progeroid model mice vs controls. Importantly, genetic depletion of one allele of the p65 subunit of NF-κB or biological treatment with a pharmacological inhibitor of IKK (NF-κB--activating kinase) delayed the development of age-related pathologies in progeroid mice [@bib60]. Yet another preclinical study rescued the early lethality and degenerative syndrome of Sirt6-deficient mice (pathologically characterized by increased activity of NF-κB-driven gene expression) upon RelA haploinsufficiency confirming that hyperactive NF-κB signaling contributes to premature and normal aging [@bib101]. In respect to NRF2- NF-κB interplay and feedback regulatory controls it is possible to compare the balance between these 2 opposing factors to anabolic and catabolic processes which are kept in check throughout our pre-middle age life. However, as age progresses the anabolic activities decrease substantially more than the catabolic ones rendering the system imbalanced. In our specific case the results can be summarized in a decreased NRF2 activity unable to balance the activity of the NF-kB system.

This complex interplay will definitely require more in-depth investigation since it appears that other modulatory factors (possibly unrelated to the NRF2 - NF-κB interplay) might be involved. For example, Rahman et al. found a decrease in antioxidative responses in the old flies, in spite of no significant change of NRF2 mRNA basal expression levels as well as its downstream effectors [@bib102] although, the NF-κB activity was not investigated.

7. NRF2 and NF-ĸB in traumatic brain injury {#s0035}
===========================================

Traumatic brain injury (TBI), is among the most common type of trauma and one of the major causes of death and disability in modern society caused the disruption in the normal brain function because of brain injury caused by a physical trauma (by external forces). TBI can lead to severe physical, emotional and cognitive impairment as well development of post-traumatic epilepsy [@bib103], [@bib104], [@bib105]. Although the primary injury is the main factor to cause disorders, the secondary injury derived from OS, imbalanced calcium homeostasis, excitotoxicity, inflammation, increased vascular permeability and BBB disruption, exacerbates post-traumatic brain damage [@bib106], [@bib107]. In fact, there is the occurrence of a series of delayed secondary biochemical and metabolic changes at the cellular level that lead to increased ROS production, cell damage and eventual neuronal dysfunction [@bib108]. The excessive ROS generation following TBI represent the primary pathological link to apoptosis and neuronal cell death. According to scientific literature, NRF2 plays a significant neuroprotective role in TBI and neurodegenerative disorders [@bib106] whereas suppression of NRF2 activity exacerbates TBI-induced oxidative damage as well as post-traumatic neurological deficits. By contrast, NRF2 activation ameliorates TBI-induced brain damage suggesting that positive modulation of NRF2 activity could provide a viable strategy to treat post-traumatic brain injuries and improve clinical outcomes through reduction of oxidative stress and post-traumatic inflammatory responses [@bib109]. By contrast, prolonged activation of NF-κB observed in glial cells and neurons in the same brain region undergoing atrophy following brain injury is consistent with the long-term inflammatory processes observed following TBI [@bib110]. Further, repression of the NF-κB inhibitor system in an experimental model of closed-head injury promoted neuronal cell death, worsen the neurological outcome and increased posttraumatic mortality rate [@bib111]. The study outlined a potential mechanism of action associated with the upregulation of proapoptotic mediators such as Bax and Bad. In the contest of Nrf2-NF-κB interplay, this recent finding fits well with the cytoprotective mechanisms of action associated to Nrf2 which has be shown to promote the expression of the anti-apoptotic Bcl-xL protein, thus leading to the downregulation of Bax, BAD, and other pro-apoptotic factors promoted by the activity of NF-κB and involved in cell death and tissue damage [@bib112], [@bib113].

8. Oxidative damage, NRF2 and NF-κB in ischemic stroke {#s0040}
======================================================

Stroke is the main cause of permanent disability and the fifth leading cause of death in the United States and the only FDA-approved treatment currently available is tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA). Of consideration is also the fact that the effectiveness of the treatment is highly dependent upon the time interval before the occurrence of stroke and administration of t-PA with a window of clinical effectiveness in respect to the severity of post-ischemic brain injuries that is extremely narrow.

Stroke is defined as an abrupt interruption of blood supply into parts of the brain, caused by the blockage or bursting of blood vessels carrying oxygen and nutrients to that region. This triggers the onset of an anoxic and hypoglycemic state in the affected brain [@bib12]. The neuronal cell membrane depolarizes triggering the release of the neurotransmitter glutamate which activates NMDA receptors. This results in the opening of this non selective ion channel with consequent calcium overload and neuronal cell death [@bib114]. The cascade of events associated with ischemic stroke also includes NF-κB activation (although is contribution to post-ischemic injury is not yet fully understood), overproduction of ROS by the mitochondria (which contributes to overwhelm the antioxidant defenses), and post-ischemic inflammation. All together these events promotes additional tissue damage [@bib115], [@bib116], [@bib117], [@bib118]. Moreover, restoration of blood flow (post-ischemic reperfusion) enhances tissue oxygenation exacerbating ROS production, inflammatory responses and further OS damage. As a result, degradation of the structural proteins of the vascular wall and loss of BBB integrity by activated matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) occur. In addition, the concurrent increased expression of vascular adhesion molecules on the luminal surface of the vascular walls facilitates adhesion and transmigration of leukocytes across the blood vessels and into the brain. This leads to inflammation with increase in ROS production and more brain tissue damage. Based on these premises it has been postulated that OS prevention and control of ROS levels in cerebral ischemia/reperfusion injury could afford a viable therapeutic approach to reduce post-ischemic secondary brain injury and improve stroke outcome [@bib119].

Recent studies demonstrated that the interactions between p62 and the Nrf2--EpRE signaling pathway play an effective role in preventing OS injury during cerebral ischemia/ reperfusion in rat undergoing transient middle artery occlusion (tMCAO) [@bib120]. In addition, enhancing Nrf2 activity has been shown to reduce the infarct volume and post-ischemic neurocognitive impairments in a mouse model of tMCAO [@bib75]. NF-ĸB activation is reported in various experimental ischemic reperfusion animal models- myocardial ischemia-reperfusion [@bib121], global ischemia [@bib122] and focal ischemia [@bib116]. These studies further report that inhibition of NF-kB activation confers protection from ischemic reperfusion injury [@bib116], [@bib121]. Moreover, NF-kB has been recently shown in vitro to form positive feedback loop with lncRNA functional intergenic repeating RNA element (FIRRE) to promote the transcription of NLRP3 inflammasome, thus contributing to stroke injury of cerebral microglial cells [@bib123], [@bib124]. Conversely, Nrf2 has been reported to play beneficial role in protecting brain against injury and its activation by using pharmacological agents resulted in increased neuronal cell viability, induction of cytoprotective genes and decrease in BBB permeability [@bib125], [@bib126]. Furthermore, Nrf2 knock out mice showed enhanced infarct size, inflammatory damages and neurological deficits in comparison to wild type mice [@bib127]. These Nrf2 deficient mice also failed to show any beneficial effect of ursolic acid, a well-established Nrff2 enhancer [@bib127]. Lately, the interplay between Nrf2 and NF-ĸB behind physiological and pathophysiological conditions is being evaluated to better understand the approach needed for targeted therapy. It was noted that activation of Nrf2 attenuated oxidative stress, neuronal apoptosis and neuroinflammation against I/R injury both in vitro and in vivo via Nrf2-mediated inhibition of the NOX4/ROS/NF-ĸB pathway [@bib128], [@bib129]. However, additional studies will be necessary to assess the effective viability of these treatments as well as dosing and optimal time window for intervention.

9. Oxidative damage in neurodegenerative diseases {#s0045}
=================================================

Neurodegenerative diseases (NDDs) are a rapidly rising concern in public health. Recent discoveries have demonstrated that OS is a major prodromal factor for the onset of these disorders [@bib12]. At a certain point chronic ROS generation overwhelms the antioxidative response system resulting in cellular damage (spanning from lipid peroxidation to genotoxicity) as commonly observed in neurodegenerative disorders including PD, AD, ALS and Huntington\'s disease (HD) [@bib130]. In fact, increased levels of oxidative markers and damaged cell components have been diagnosed in patients with neurodegenerative disorders [@bib130]. Although the underlying mechanisms linking NRF2 and NF-ĸB with the onset/progression of these various disorders is still poorly understood [@bib4], one pathogenic hallmark shared between these disease is the fact that they are in essence proteinopathies. Another common feature of these neurodegenerative disorders rest on the impairment of mitochondrial function (more specifically redox metabolism) leading to increased ROS production (not effectively balanced by a symmetric response of the antioxidative system), inflammation and ATP depletion [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]. This ultimately leads to ROS accumulation which can impact the proteins structure and render them more prone to form intracellular aggregates [@bib130]. This could provide opportunities for interventions focused on restoring/normalizing the cellular antioxidative response (NRF2 activation has been shown to delays PD [@bib131]) and decrease inflammation, thus reducing/preventing the progression of these disorders.

10. NRF2 and NF-ĸB in Parkinson\'s disease {#s0050}
==========================================

PD is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder caused by a reduction of dopamine levels in the striatum (due to the loss of dopaminergic neurons located in the *substantia* nigra) which affects movement [@bib130]. The initial symptoms sometime are barely noticeable (such as tremors affecting one hand or slowing of movement) but with the progression of the disease controls over movement id completely compromised and the effects can extend to neurocognitive functions dementia. The presence of Lewy bodies (LBs; abnormal protein aggregates developing inside nerve cells), is certain diagnosis of PD and have been found in both familial and sporadic PD patients. Alpha-synuclein (αSyn; a small protein with 140 amino acids abundant in presynaptic nerve terminals) is the main constituent of LBs and plays a role in synaptic transmission and dopamine levels adjustment. αSyn primarily affect tyrosine hydroxylase phosphorylation and activity and the expression level of dopamine transporter on the cell membrane. Recent studies strongly suggests that OS plays an major role in αSyn proteostasis [@bib132], [@bib133] and that NRF2 activity can counteract αSyn generation. It was also demonstrated that chemical induction of NRF2 in mice ameliorated the damage caused by alpha-synuclein [@bib134]. The increased OS activity in PD patients has been associated with abnormal ROS production promoted by the metabolism of dopamine as well as excitatory amino acids [@bib135], [@bib136]. In neuroblastoma cells, inhibition of the NRF2-ARE signal by ferrous iron promotes αSyn aggregation whereas αSyn aggregation ends up exacerbating ferrous iron-induced, mitochondrial impairment leading to cell apoptosis [@bib130]. In agreement with these findings, NRF2 overexpression has been shown to reduce the generation of αSyn aggregates in the CNS [@bib137]. Furthermore, transgenic activation of NRF2 appeared to shelve the loss of dopaminergic neurons mediated by αSyn and the consequent impairment of motor functions [@bib138]. On the same line mice bearing NRF2 deficiency and increased expression of αSyn experienced heighten loss of dopaminergic neuron, increased neuroinflammation and protein aggregation [@bib139]. By contrast, increased expression level of NRF2 in a mutant αSyn transgenic mouse model, afforded neuroprotection [@bib136]. Given the abnormal ROS production in Parkinson\'s disease, it is not surprising that inflammation is also part of the diseases the process and as such the involvement of NF-ĸB. In fact, evidence suggests that NF-κB is involved in PD [@bib140]. In Parkinson\'s patients, Immunohistochemical analyses of brain sections revealed more than 70-fold increase in NF-κB activation, relative to control subject whereas the dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra exhibiting strong nuclear p65 immunoreactivity [@bib141]. Consistent with the fact that OS o and mitochondrial dysfunction are increased in PD, Flood and et al., concluded that NF-κB, could be an ideal target for therapy due to its key role in the production of the inflammatory mediators known to exhibit neurotoxicity in models of PD [@bib142]. It has been also shown that inhibition of NF-κB increases susceptibility of dopaminergic neurons to 6-hydroxydopamine in PD models [@bib140]. Thus, NF-κB activity has been considered as a key target for controlling chronic inflammation (including microglia activity) [@bib143]. Given the feedback control of NRF2 on NF-ĸB activity and vice versa, These findings well connect with previous data showing that loss of NRF2 activity aggravates neuroinflammation in PD while increased NRF2 expression affords neuroprotection.

11. NRF2 and NF-ĸB in Huntington\'s disease (HD) {#s0055}
================================================

HD is an inherited neurodegenerative disease characterized by the loss of GABAergic inhibitory spiny projection neurons in the striatum [@bib130]. HD gene (huntingtin) presents an atypical expansion of cytosine, adenine, and guanine (CAG) trinucleotide repeats encoding for an abnormally elongated poly-glutamine (polyQ) stretch present at the N-terminal of the huntingtin protein (Htt). In vitro studies in the striatal cell line have shown that NRF2 signaling is compromised by the presence of this mutant Htt (mHtt) [@bib144] while parallel studies have shown that NRF2 activation affords protection against mHtt-induced toxicity [@bib145]. These data agree with previous observations showing that striatal cells in HD patients fail to initiate the NRF2-ARE system in response to OS stimuli due to the concurrent activation of the autophagy pathway. Specifically, while the expression levels of NRF2 (both the protein and the mRNA) remains unaltered, that of NRF2 modulators (including p62 and KEAP1) is instead affected thus leading to impaired NRF2 activity [@bib146]. Furthermore, Hands et al. demonstrated that Htt aggregation directly enhanced ROS production worsening cell toxicity [@bib147]. How NRF2 impacts the formation of Htt aggregates is still not fully understood and additional studies will be required to validate this hypothesis however, supporting data have shown that co-transfection of NRF2 with mHtt in primary striatal neurons reduced the mean lifetime of mHtt N-terminal fragments and improved cell viability. This suggests that NRF2 appear to be able to reduce the toxic impact of mHtt by negatively impacting its aggregation [@bib148]. Moreover, Htt stimulates the transport of NF-κB out of dendritic spines and supports a high level of active NF-κB in neuronal nuclei in the HD model [@bib149]. In a study conducted by Hsiao et al., enhanced activation of NF-κB observed in astrocytes of mice with HD suggest that these cells exhibited higher IκB kinase (IKK) activity that caused prolongation of NF-κB activation, thus upregulating proinflammatory factors during inflammation [@bib150].

12. NRF2 and NF-ĸB in Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) {#s0060}
=======================================================================================

AD is the most common progressive neurodegenerative disorder and is characterized by the degeneration of synapses and loss of neurons in the hippocampus and neocortex, thus leading to the development of dementia and eventually death [@bib130]. Formation of extracellular senile plaques (SPs), composed of a small peptide Aβ, and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), are neuropathological hallmarks of AD [@bib151]. In this respect, several studies on AD patients have revealed activated NF-κB in cells involved in the neurodegenerative process [@bib141] whereas upregulation of NF-κB activity induced by Aβ, not only promotes the expression of pro-inflammatory factors (including cytokines and chemokines responsible for the AD neurotoxicity), but also increases Aβ processing to exacerbate Aβ production [@bib152], [@bib153] and participate in the progression of AD [@bib154]. NF-κB has been detected in degenerating neurons in the brains of AD patients (specifically in the cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrains [@bib141]) and also in neuronal and glial nuclei proximal to early-stage plaques [@bib140].

In respect to neuroprotection instead, parallel works have examined the neuroprotective effect of NRF2 through its ability to reduce ROS generation and ROS-induced toxicity mediated by Aβ [@bib155], [@bib156]. In fact, several NRF2 activators, such as Terbutylhydroquinone (tBHQ) and sulforaphane have been shown in vivo (in an acute AD mouse model) to decrease toxin-induced Aβ1--42 secretion, while increasing cell viability and improve cognitive function [@bib157], [@bib158]. However, it is not clear if NRF2 activation leads to the formation of Aβ aggregates or simply prevents the release of monomer/oligomeric Aβ from dead cells [@bib159]. A recent study, suggests that overexpression of mitochondria catalase (which is also regulated by NRF2) in β-Amyloid precursor proteins (APP) transgenic mice (Tg2576), reduces the formation of full-length APPs and lowers soluble and insoluble Aβ levels, thus extending the lifespan of the patient while improving working memory [@bib160]. It is also been found that NRF2 knockout APP/PS1 mice show increased accumulation of insoluble APP fragments and Aβ as well as mTOR activity. These data strongly suggest that NRF2 can facilitate autophagy and alter APP and Aβ processing. Furthermore, in the recent study using transgenic mouse models combining both tauopathy and amyloidopathy, Rojo et al. demonstrated the protective role of NRF2 against exacerbation of astrogliosis and microgliosis [@bib159] and its relevance in the homeostatic responses which decline with ageing along with NRF2 activity leading to decreased protection against proteotoxic, inflammatory and oxidative stress stimuli [@bib161].

As for ALS (also known as Lou Gehrig\'s disease), this is a progressive degenerative disorder caused by the loss of motor neurons in the ventral horn of the spinal cord and those in the motor cortex, leading to progressive motor weakness and loss of controls of voluntary movements [@bib130]. Although for most of the last 2 decades mutation of Cu--Zn superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) was the only genetic aberration associated with the onset of familial ALS, recent studies have discovered additional abnormalities associated with the onset of sporadic and non-SOD1 familial ALS. These include a host of RNA/DNA-binding proteins such as the 43-kDa transactive response (TAR) DNA-binding protein (TDP-43) and the fused in sarcoma/translocated in liposarcoma (FUS/TLS). Recent studies by Frakes et al. have highlighted NF-κB as the highest-ranked regulator of inflammation by analysis of gene expression data from familial and sporadic post-mortem ALS astrocytes [@bib162]. Interestingly NF-κB activation in astrocytes induced a Wnt-dependent microglial proliferation in the presymptomatic phase with neuroprotective effects on motoneurons, while in the later stage, the same process accelerated disease progression, thus suggesting that stage-dependent microglia modulation of NF-κB might be considered as a potential therapeutic strategy in ALS [@bib163]. Also relevant is the fact that NRF2 activation protect against OS and cell death promoted by the SOD1 mutant protein [@bib164], [@bib165]. Using a transgenic mouse model of ALS recent studies have shown that glial NRF2 overexpression improves the survival of spinal cord\'s motor neurons and extends their viable lifespan. However, whether NRF2 can also affect other ALS-associated gene mutations (specifically TDP43 and FUS) as well as cellular proteostasis is not clear and needs to be further investigated. Additionally, the impact of NRF2 stimulation on late stage microglia activation as a means to suppress OS and control NF-κB activation should also be investigated as a potential complementary therapeutic strategy.

13. Role of NRF2 in BBB integrity and function {#s0065}
==============================================

The BBB is a dynamic functional interface between the blood and the CNS, which strictly regulates the passage of substances (including nutrients, essential aminoacids, ions, etc) entering or leaving the brain. In essence the BBB maintains the brain homeostasis allowing for optimal neuronal activity and protects the brain from potentially harmful substances (endogenous and xenobiotics) and pathogens [@bib103]. Related to cerebrovascular disorders, numerous studies have emphasized the neurovascular protective role of NRF2 signaling in respect to protecting the BBB and CNS [@bib14], [@bib17], [@bib77], [@bib166]. In respect to the BBB, and more specifically to the BBB endothelium, NRF2 has been shown to promote the expression of tight junctional proteins (TJ), enhance the redox metabolic functions, mitochondrial biogenesis, and ATP production [@bib11], [@bib17], [@bib77], [@bib82]. In fact, activation of the NRF2-ARE system has been proposed as a viable option to prevent the loss of BBB integrity and reduce post-ischemic brain damage and neurocognitive impairments [@bib167]. Impairment of NRF2 activity has been linked to elevated risk of developing cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative disorders such as stroke, epilepsy, subarachnoid brain hemorrhage, ALS, multiple sclerosis (MS), AD, PD and type-2 diabetes [@bib1], [@bib4], [@bib90], [@bib166], [@bib168], [@bib169], [@bib170], [@bib171], [@bib172]. This is not surprising since vascular endothelial dysfunction and consequent CNS injuries have been linked to ROS [@bib173], [@bib174], [@bib175], and OS-driven inflammation [@bib176] among the major prodromal factors whereas NRF2 activation has been shown to maintain ROS homeostasis and protect the BBB [@bib167], [@bib177], [@bib178], [@bib179], thus reducing the risk of cerebrovascular/ damage and CNS disorders [@bib75].

14. NRF2 enhancers/NF-κB inhibitors for the treatment of cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative disorders {#s0070}
========================================================================================================

Recent studies have shown that some nutritional components and therapeutic agents currently approved for the treatment of pathologies unrelated to vascular and neurodegenerative disease could indeed offer some degree of protection against the onset/progression of neurodegeneration [@bib8] and cerebrovascular disorders [@bib77].

**Sulforaphane** (SFN), a well-known NRF2 promoter/activator, is an organic isothiocyanate (ITC) naturally found in cruciferous plants such as broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, and cauliflower. SFN has been shown to possess neuroprotective properties in vitro as well as in vivo [@bib167], [@bib180], [@bib181], [@bib182], [@bib183], [@bib184], [@bib185], [@bib186]. Specifically, SFN has been demonstrated to activate the NRF2-KEAP1 pathway through direct modifications of KEAP1 cysteines and to promote the internalization of NRF2 mRNA in the ribosomes thus enhancing the corresponding protein synthesis [@bib8], [@bib187].

Recent reports have also outlined the ability of SFN to modulate mitochondrial dynamics also through both NRF2-dependent and independent mechanisms [@bib188], [@bib189] as well as the expression/activity of BBB efflux transporters [@bib190]. Wang et al. have recently shown that activation NRF2-ARE signaling pathway with SFN in the hippocampus increased the expression of antioxidative enzymes (HO-1 and NQO1) and suppressed the progression of amygdala kindling. In addition, enhancement of NRF2 activity ameliorated OS and cognitive impairment induced by epileptic seizure [@bib172]. In addition to the NRF2 enhancing activity SFN has been shown to inhibit (non-specifically) TNF-alpha-induced NF-kB activation through the inhibition of IkB-α phosphorylation, degradation, and p65 nuclear translocation thus preventing cell apoptosis [@bib191] and reducing the burden associated with diabetic neuropathy [@bib192]. In addition, SFN was shown to be able to block the direct interaction between NF-kB and its consensus sequence suppressing its pro-inflammatory activities in T cells [@bib193]. These results strongly suggest that in addition to activation of NRF2 SFN can independently modulate (inhibit) NF-kB activity.

**Metformin** (MF) is a biguanide oral anti-hyperglycaemic agent derived from the plant Galega officinalis and used to treat patients with type-2 diabetes (non-insulin dependent). Metformin anti-hyperglycemic activity has been attributed to several reasons including increased insulin sensitivity and glucose uptake as well as inhibition of gluconeogenesis. Nevertheless, the molecular pathways responsible for these effects remain a subject of debate.

From a cerebrovascular perspective outside its primary scope of use, MF has been reported to promote neurogenesis and enhance spatial memory formation indicating its therapeutic value for the injured or degenerating neurovasculature [@bib194]. Furthermore, MF has also been shown to attenuate BBB disruption and decrease/inhibit ischemic injury upon stroke via AMPK dependent and independent (NRF2 antioxidant pathway) mechanisms [@bib195], [@bib196]. These studies highlight additional MF therapeutic potential (outside the treatment of diabetes) encompassing in cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, cancer and ageing [@bib75], [@bib197].

Prasad et al. provided recent evidence of NRF2 playing a role in TS-induced cerebrovascular/BBB impairments and showed for the first time a viable approach to reduce the burden of TS cerebrovascular toxicity based on MF treatments [@bib77], [@bib195]. The results showed that MF protective activity against OS-induced BBB damage by chronic TS exposure was firmly associated with activation of the NRF2-ARE pathway. These protective effects include decreased OS and OS-induced inflammation, normalization of TJ expression (from downregulated condition in response to chronic TS exposure), restoration of BBB integrity, renormalization of Glut-1 (a major glucose transporter at the BBB) and upregulation of the anticoagulant factor thrombomodulin (hence renormalization of blood-hemostasis from a TS-induced condition promoting blood-clot formation) [@bib75], [@bib77].

These results also support and emphasize the functional role of NRF2 and NRF2-ARE signaling pathways in preserving BBB integrity in human BBB microvascular endothelial cells chronically exposed to TS [@bib17], [@bib82], [@bib195]. In addition, MF has been recently reported to promote neurogenesis and reduce memory impairment in neurodegenerative disorders and stroke [@bib198], [@bib199], [@bib200] through similar mechanisms of action. Not surprisingly, MF has been also shown to concurrently inhibit NF-κB activation, thus preventing cytokine-induced expression of proinflammatory and adhesion molecule in vascular endothelial cells (supposedly through AMPK activation and blockade of the PI3K-Akt pathway) [@bib201], [@bib202], [@bib203], [@bib204]. These findings suggest that outside the currently approved scope of use (type 2 diabetes) MF could be repurposed for the treatment of vascular disorders associated with oxidative stress and inflammation. By wielding a dual effect as NRF2 activator and NF-κB inhibitor, MF could prove a useful therapeutic option to reduce the burden of cerebrovascular and neuroinflammatory disorders [@bib77], [@bib198], [@bib199], [@bib200].

**Curcumin**, a polyphenol derived from Curcuma longa rhizomes, has been shown to possess antioxidative, anti-inflammatory and anti-infective properties [@bib106], [@bib205], [@bib206]. The ability to cross the BBB seems to extend Curcumin cytoprotection to the CNS whereas Curcumin has been shown to reduce the burden of several CNS disorders, including neurodegenerative diseases, global brain ischemia, intracerebral hemorrhage, and TBI [@bib207], [@bib208], [@bib209] and these beneficial effects have been linked to the activation of NRF2 [@bib68], [@bib137] as well as superoxide dismutase and glutathione peroxidase [@bib8], [@bib210]. Furthermore, Curcumin has been shown to prevent NF-κB activation and suppress proinflammatory gene expression in microglial cells [@bib211] as well as suppress NF-κB mediated IRAK-2 activity and mediate neuroprotection [@bib212]. Curcumin has been also shown to reduce brain edema and neurological dysfunction after cerebral I/R by down-regulating NF-kB and elevating NRF2 [@bib213]. Whether these are direct independent effects of curcumin or the end results of the enhancement of NRF2 and consequent suppression of NF-kB activity is still unclear and requires further investigation.

**Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG),** is the most abundant catechin found in green tea. Experiments performed on human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) have shown that EGCG possesses antioxidative properties which depend on its ability to up-regulate NRF2 via activation of p38 MAPK and ERK1/2 signaling pathways [@bib214]. EGCG promotes the dissociation of NRF2 from KEAP1 and its nuclear translocation, thus promoting the activation of the ARE system [@bib215]. In vivo experiments performed in tMCAO model confirmed the dependency of EGCG antioxidative activity from NRF2 activation whereas EGCG upregulated NRF2 expression in animals subjected to I/R injury when compared to I/R untreated animals and controls [@bib216]. NRF2 upregulation was paralleled by that of its downstream effectors including heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) and promoters of glutathione biosynthesis. Additionally, EGCG has been shown to inhibit the fibrillization of Αβ in vitro by interfering with IKKβ activation and consequently suppressing NF-κΒ mediated transactivation of β-secretase and release of soluble APP. Furthermore, EGCG-induced reduction of NF-κΒ mediated β- and γ-secretase activities (and consequently the extracellular Αβ levels) improved memory function in animal models of AD [@bib217].

15. Conclusion {#s0075}
==============

NRF2 is a master regulator of a complex biological network of molecules and enzymes implicated in the regulation of redox homeostasis. This involves the activation and modulation of anti-oxidant, drug metabolism, anti-inflammatory, detoxification and radical scavenging functions [@bib54]. In this respect, the NRF2-ARE signaling is indeed a critical cytoprotective system for the cells to survive oxidative stress stimuli and maintain the appropriate redox balance in cells and tissues [@bib218]. NF-κB is also a redox-regulated transcription factor, primarily involved in the modulation of inflammatory/immune responses, cell apoptosis as well as cellular growth [@bib219]. OS promotes the activation of IκB kinase (IKK) which then mediates the phosphorylation of IκB (the NF-κB inhibitor) promoting its proteosomal degradation and the release of NF-κB. Free from its bound with IκB NF-κB migrates into the nucleus, binds with the κ region of genome and along with other cofactors and histone acetyl transferases (HAT), NF-κB initiates the transcription of proinflammatory molecules including cytokines (IL-1, IL-6, TNF-α), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), vascular adhesion molecules, inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and others [@bib219]. These 2 contraposing pathways however, can interfere with one another at their corresponding transcription level. A process mediated via protein--protein interactions or the effect of secondary messenger. Specifically, NRF2 inhibits the activation of NF-κB pathway by increasing antioxidant defenses neutralizing ROS, thus reduces ROS-mediated NF-κB activation [@bib220]. In addition, NRF2 prevents the degradation of IκB-α, thus blocking NF-κB nuclear translocation and transcription of pro-inflammatory genes. By contrast, NF-κB can inhibit NRF2 activity through enhancement of the recruitment of histone deacetylase3 (HDAC3) to the ARE region thus preventing ARE gene transcription [@bib70]. In addition to that, NF-κB decreases free CREB binding protein (CBP) by competing for CH1-KIX domain of CBP with NRF2 [@bib221].

Several studies have attempted to dissect out the cerebrovascular protective role of NRF2 to preserve the functional integrity of the BBB and prevent the onset of neuroinflammatory and degenerative CNS disorders [@bib19], [@bib126], [@bib190]. Not surprisingly, there is a rising interest in investigating the association between impairment of NRF2 signaling and the onset/progression of cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative disorders, thus the mounting research interest in the identification of novel approaches targeting NRF2 and/or NF-κB to prevent and/or reduce brain injury. From a translational and clinical point of view, current studies support the hypothesis that strategies aimed at restoring NRF2 activity (therefore inhibiting NF-κB activation) hold viable therapeutic potential to reduce the burden of major cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative diseases. However, more focused studies (both in vitro and in vivo) will be necessary to confirm these "preliminary" findings and assess their real therapeutic value. Today there are numerous over the counter nutritional dietary phytochemicals and therapeutic agents which possess NRF2 enhancing activities (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). These substances and additional derivates could be exploited for the treatment neurodegenerative and neurovascular diseases promoted by abnormal ROS generation. However, the feasibility of each treatment needs to be extensively confirmed and the beneficial effects needs to be proved and weighted against existing therapeutic options.Table 1NRF2 enhancers for the treatment of oxidative stress-promoted cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative disorders.Table 1**NRF2 enhancersCategoryThe role in antioxidative systemsRef.Sulforaphane**Organic isothiocyanate•Activates the NRF2-KEAP1 pathway through direct modifications of KEAP1 cysteines.[@bib8], [@bib19], [@bib160], [@bib172], [@bib180], [@bib181], [@bib182], [@bib183], [@bib184], [@bib185], [@bib186], [@bib187], [@bib188], [@bib189], [@bib190]•Promotes the ribosomal internalization of NRF2 mRNA for protein synthesis.**Metformin**Biguanide•Activates of AMPK related pathways[@bib75], [@bib77], [@bib194], [@bib195], [@bib196], [@bib197]•Activates the NRF2-ARE signaling pathways reducing oxidative stress, inflammation, and loss of BBB integrity•Promotes the neurogenesis and spatial memory formation•Attenuates BBB disruption and reduces post- ischemic brain injury**Astragaloside IV**Bioactive saponin•Inhibits ROS generation and activating the NRF2-ARE pathway in neuronal cells[@bib222], [@bib223]•Protects the BBB integrity from LPS-induced disruption by activating the NRF2-ARE pathway•Anti-inflammatory activities on BBB endothelial cells•Decreases the adhesion of murine dendritic cells JAWS II onto bEnd.3 cells**Curcumin**Polyphenol•Activates the NRF2-ARE signaling pathways leading to attenuating brain injury in the TBI[@bib106], [@bib205], [@bib206], [@bib207], [@bib208], [@bib209], [@bib210], [@bib224]•Increases the activities of antioxidant enzymes such as superoxide dismutase and glutathione peroxidase•Antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and anti-infective properties**EGCG**Polyphenol•Up-regulates of NRF2/HO-1 via activation of the p38 MAPK and ERK1/2 signaling pathways[@bib214], [@bib215], [@bib216]•Promotes the dissociation of NRF2 from KEAP1 and its nuclear translocation**Genistein**Isoflavone•Up-regulates NRF2/HO-1 via KEAP1 S-nitrosylation[@bib225], [@bib226]•Activates the NRF2-ARE signaling pathway via modulation of PI3K activity in cerebrovascular endothelial cells**Fisetin**Flavonoid•Activates of the NRF2-- ARE signaling pathway[@bib227]•Includes anti-carcinogenic, anti-inflammatory, anti-viral, and immune-stimulatory activity properties.**Melatonin**Hormone•Enhances expression and activity of antioxidant enzymes[@bib194], [@bib228], [@bib229], [@bib230], [@bib231], [@bib232], [@bib233], [@bib234]•Attenuates brain injury in TBI, potentially through activation of the NRF2--ARE signaling pathway.
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